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ABSTRACT
Since late 90s, there has been a large investment in web
archiving. Accessing these huge information sources is get-
ting more and more attention. Web archive users profiles
differ from casual web users profiles. Archive users need
to analyze, evaluate and compare the information which
requires complex queries with temporal dimension. These
queries can not be performed by currently proposed access
methods: wayback machine, full-text search and navigation.
In this paper, we address this requirement by proposing a
data model and a temporal query language for web archives
which take into account different topics in web pages and
the issues related to web archiving.

In our approach, a captured web page is visually seg-
mented into semantic blocks. A concrete block notion is
introduced to represent these different semantic blocks. A
concrete block is a triplet: frame block which keeps proper-
ties of a block, the content (textual and:or non-textual) and
the importance accorded to a block. Each of them is times-
tamped with a period called validity. A web page, identified
with an url, is a set of concrete blocks and a web site is a set
of pages. Pages and sites are generated dynamically by ma-
nipulating concrete blocks when needed. Operators for data
manipulation, navigation and ranking are also proposed.

Keywords
Web Archiving, Access to web archives, Temporal Query
Languages, Temporal Data Model

1. INTRODUCTION
Web archives, in short WAC s, aim to preserve the his-

tory of large portions of the web. They represent thus a
huge information source, potentially greater than the web it-
self. This makes web archiving an active research area with
numerous opened issues like crawler optimization, storage
models, etc. An overview of main issues is presented by
Masanès [21]. It is interesting to notice that the researches
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on accessing web archives focus on extension of existing ac-
cess methods to web.

For instance, the “Wayback Machine” [27] which allows
users to see captured versions of web pages over time, is
the best known access method to web archives. The oth-
ers methods currently provided are well-known web access
methods: full-text search and navigation within the requested
time range. These methods are powerful for casual users,
who search the web for general information and represent
the largest proportion of web users. According to the “Web
Archiving User Survey” [24], the web archive users profiles
consist of historians, journalists, lawyers, students etc. more
than casual users. It is also underlined that the main rea-
son for using web archives is research activity. Web archive
users need to analyze, compare and evaluate the informa-
tion. In order to achieve this, web archive systems must
provide tools to execute complex queries.

Consider a researcher who studies how French media cov-
ered the event “earthquake at Haiti in 2010” over last year.
At the very beginning of her research she would like to know
the number per month of web pages, in domain .fr, referring
to earthquake. This kind of queries can not be performed
by wayback machine, full-text search or navigation methods
but with an efficient query language. A number of possible
user scenarios over web archives are listed and illustrated
with technical requirements in “Use cases for access to In-
ternet Archives” [6]. A significant number of them requires
complex query capability to be handled.

Multi-topics and noisy information on a web page affect
the search performance. In recent years, there has been an
increasing interest in web based searching by taking these
different topics as units of retrieval and by eliminating noisy
information like copyrights, navigation bars etc. (e.g [12,
15, 28]). To achieve this, different page segmentation algo-
rithms are proposed (e.g [20, 14, 16]). They partition web
pages into non-overlapping hierarchical blocks where each
block deals with a different topic or only contains noisy in-
formation. As web archives are temporal collections of web
pages, block-based approach needs to be extended with tem-
poral dimension in order to be used in web archive search.

The role of search engines for web users is non-negligible.
On the other hand, as seen in use cases [6], most of the
time, they are not sufficient to meet the need of web archive
users. New approaches to explore web archives with complex
queries are needed. An appropriate query language, that en-
ables temporal search besides content queries and structural
queries (not only for the hypertext structure, also for web
page’s internal structure) is especially required for formulat-
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ing complex queries. There are a number of query languages
proposed for querying web data (e.g WebSQL, W3QL, We-
bLog, WebOQL, etc.) but most of them are not suitable
for web archives due to a lack of temporal dimension and a
lack of handling challenges related to web archives. Actu-
ally, our aim is to integrate the database approach and the
IR approach.

In this paper, we present a conceptual model for web
archives and basics of a query language based on this model.
In our approach, visual blocks, which are extracted from a
page, are used as unit of retrieval rather than a whole page.
Each element of the model is timestamped with a period
called validity. Operators for data manipulation, navigation
and ranking are proposed. The query language that we pro-
pose for web archives:

• Enables block-based search

• Takes into account incompleteness

• Eliminates duplicates

• Enables temporal ranking and grouping

• Is user-friendly

We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2, we present
the features of the query languages for web archives. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the related works. In the following section,
conceptual model is presented with related operators. Be-
fore the conclusion in Section 5, two use cases are explored
in Section 5.

2. FEATURES OF WAC QUERY LANGUAGE
The overarching design goal of our approach is to offer a

query language for web archive users. In this section, we de-
scribe the features of this query language and the rationale
behind them.

Block-Based Search: Today, web pages contain vari-
ous topics. A typical example is the web pages of news-
papers/TV channels like www.bbc.co.uk/news (Figure 1)
where multiple blocks with unrelated topics are marked with
different colors. A web page with matched query terms
in the same region is more relevant than a web page with
matched terms distributed over the entire page. Besides
increasing keyword search performance, the segmentation
gives a structure to the web page for structural queries.

Figure 1: Multi-topics in a web page

Previous works [20, 14] show that a page can be parti-
tioned into multiple blocks and, often, the blocks in a page

have a different importance. The importance weights are
accorded to different blocks inside a web page according to
their location, area size, content, etc. Using a web page as
unit of retrieval does not take into account these different
regions and their importance. In our model, we add this
notion to enrich our query language. With the block based
search and the importance, we are able to answer queries like
“Find pages mentioning Obama and Sarkozy in same block”
or “Find pages mentioning Obama in their most important
blocks” which returns more relevant information and also
helps to reduce the number of results.

Incompleteness and Temporal Coherence: Due to the
limited sources, all web archives are incomplete (i.e they do
not contain all possible versions of all the pages on the web)
and we should query them as they are. If a user asks for a
version at t, and if the archive does not have versions at t
but it has the versions at t-2 and at t+2, the access model
should decide or support different choices to get the closest
version to t.

Figure 2: Temporal Coherence

Temporal coherence is another issue in web archiving. The
main reason is the dynamic structure of the web. It changes
continuously in an unpredicted and unorganized manner.
The web sites politeness constraints and the limited allo-
cated resources do not allow archiving a whole web site at
once, at the same moment. For example, in Figure 2, for a
temporal navigation starting from the version of p1 at t2, p2
at t1 is coherent, while p2 at t3 is incoherent. The access
model should be able to find the most coherent version.

Temporal coherence and incompleteness lend to broken or
defected links which disable a complete navigation and bring
access to a standstill. An access model for web archives
should take into account these issues.

Duplicates: Web archives has much more duplicated con-
tents than the web itself. In web archives, that kind of du-
plicates can occur in two different cases: two versions of the
same URL crawled at different times or the same content is
pointed by several different URLs. According to [18], 25%
of the documents in web archives are exact duplicates. Du-
plicates complicate the search and the result visualization.

Temporal Ranking and Grouping: Ranking and group-
ing are most common ways to deliver query results for the
large-scale data. For web archives, temporal dimension must
be included in both ranking and grouping process. Ranking
has also a dynamic nature in WACs. For example, a page
archived mentioning “Obama” at 1999 should not have the
same ranking result when querying at 2000 and at 2010.

Temporal Logic: Support for temporal logic operators
enriches the language. For example, a researcher who wants
to analyze the effects of the arrest of Julian Assange can
execute a query: “Find pages linked to wikileaks.org after
Julian Assange’s arrest in London”.
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User-Friendliness: This query language will be used
by researchers and casual web users. So it should enable
users to find information without long-term training. Simple
queries (like keyword search) should be expressed straight-
forwardly. Complex syntax should be used only to express
more complex queries. We believe that with an advanced
GUI, users can avoid from writing “codes”.

3. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly summarize related works in three

different areas concerning the access to web archives: Web
archiving, query languages for web and block-based search

Web Archiving
To explore web archives, traditional access methods, i.e

navigation and full-text search are proposed by web archiv-
ing initiatives [3, 4, 5]. In fall of 2001, Internet Archive(IA)
[3] launched its collaborated project with Alexa Internet
called “Wayback Machine” [27]. It allows users to go back
in time and view earlier versions of a web page for a given
URL. The inconvenience of this method is the necessity of
knowing exact URLs. There is another way of navigating in
web archives : navigation between different versions. Some
web archive initiatives propose a navigation tool like UK
Web Archives(UKWAC) [5] as seen in Figure 3 to facilitate
the navigation between versions. By using the cursor, users
can browse different versions easily.

Figure 3: UKWAC navigation tool

The increasing number of national web archives, diversity
of existing works led to the establishment of the Interna-
tional Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) [2] in Paris
at 2003. The aim is to develop common standards, tools and
techniques for web archiving. One of the current projects of
IIPC, called WERA, is an archive access solution for search-
ing and navigating web archives. It allows a full-text search
besides wayback machine style search and it is based on the
NWA(Nordic Web Archive) toolset [19] and the NutchWAX
[26] full-text indexer. NutchWAX is extension of Nutch (an
open source search engine based on Lucene java for searching
and indexing) for searching web archive collections.

Today, most of web archive initiatives use the wayback
machine to support URL indexing and search. NutchWAX
is used to enable full-text indexing and search. Our motiva-
tion is focused on enabling complex queries which can not
be performed by existing methods.

Query Languages for Web
A number of Web query languages have been developed

in the past (e.g WebSQL, W3QL, WebLog, WebOQL, etc.)
[17]. All those languages are intended for online queries
on the web. From the perspective of web archiving, the
most important inconvenience of those query languages is
their lack of temporal dimension and the lack of handling

challenges related to web archives like temporal coherence,
incompleteness etc.

WebBase [23] project at Stanford University is a web repos-
itory project that aims to manage large collections of web
pages and to enable web based search. A web warehouse
is interpreted simultaneously as a document collection, as
a directed graph and as a set of relations. For web based
search, a query language with the notions of ranking and
ordering is proposed. However, one copy of each page at a
time is archived, thus, no temporal dimension is provided in
that project.

A web warehousing system called WHOWEDA(Warehouse
of Web Data) [10] proposed by Web Warehousing and Data
Mining group at the Nanyang Technological University in
Singapore aims to store and manipulate web information. It
stores extracted web information as web tables and provides
web operators to manipulate those tables. Its data model
is based on nodes (pages) and links (hyperlinks) objects.
Links do not have any time-related attribute. Any change
in the last-modified time of the web document results in
a new node. Content of a web document is represented as
“node data tree”. For HTML documents, it is a HTML DOM
tree. The flexibility of HTML syntax might cause mistakes
in DOM tree structure. In addition, however, DOM tree is
powerful for presentation in the browser, it is not introduced
for description of the semantic structure of the web page. In
WHOWEDA, the internal semantic structure of a page is
not modeled, thus it only allows queries to be specified on
the whole content of the document. WHOWEDA only fo-
cuses on user interested web sites which constitute a much
smaller scale than web archives.

Block-Based Search:
Using semantic blocks in web pages as an unit of informa-

tion retrieval is an active research area. The vector space
model customized with importance and permeability (the
indexing of neighbors blocks) is proposed in [11] without
temporal dimension. In [13], after segmenting each page into
non overlapping blocks, an importance value is assigned to
each block which is used to weight the links in the ranking
computation. A block-based language model is proposed in
[28]. As far as we know, there is no approach with temporal
dimension in block-based search, ranking and language mod-
eling. Our approach is based on visual page segmentation
of web pages [22] and uses an importance model proposed
in [25].

In conclusion, wayback machine, full-text search and navi-
gation are the only applied solutions to access to web archives.
Most of the web query languages do not contain temporal
dimension for querying historical data. Different topics in a
web page are not handled in search except recent works like
[12, 15, 13] which suffer from lack of temporal dimension to
be used for web archives. In our approach, we propose a
data model which takes into account different regions of a
web page with associated importance and temporal dimen-
sion.

4. WAC QUERY LANGUAGE
The details of WAC query language are described in this

section. After briefly introducing the interpretation of tem-
poral dimension in Section 4.1, we describe our data model
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in Section 4.2 and list the operators in Section 4.3.

4.1 Temporal Dimension

4.1.1 Time on the Web
Integrating time into data models, query languages and

database management system implementations still attracts
the attention of researchers. We focus here on two questions:
which time to use and how to represent it.

In the context of web archiving, there are different types
of temporal information: time in content, HTTP headers,
crawled time.

Temporal expressions can be found embedded in the con-
tent of a web page. Those expressions are explained in three
categories in [8]: Explicit, Implicit and Relative. Temporal
expressions that can be converted directly to chronons are
explicit expressions (e.g “December 24,2010...”). Names of
holidays or events which can be anchored in timeline are con-
sidered as implicit expressions like “Christmas Day 2010”.
Relative expressions can not be anchored in timeline directly
like “today”, “on Wednesday” etc. Extraction of temporal
expressions from documents are active research field. Tem-
poral information in content is excluded from our model.

The temporal fields in HTTP headers contain Date , Last-
Modified and Expires. Servers send Last-Modified header
with date time value when the content was changed last
time. Last-Modified header is mostly used as a weak val-
idator. According to the definition of HTTP specification,
a validator that does not always change when the resource
changes is a weak validator. The meaning of Last-Modified
depends on the implementation of the origin server and the
nature of the original source (files, database gateways, vir-
tual objects, etc.) [1]. The header Expires indicates when
a document stops being fresh. If it is used correctly, this
header indicates a validity period for the document and an
exact date for recrawling. But it is an unreliable tool: many
servers do not provide the header or provide with zero or
with low expiration delay.

HTTP header Date represents the date and time at which
a web page is returned from a HTTP server upon request
by the HTTP client. Crawled time is the time that crawlers
capture the snapshot of a page. Web crawlers set the value
of the Date field in crawled documents to the date that a
document is crawled, unless they are configured otherwise.
It is the most trustworthy time because it does not depend
on host servers configurations. In our model, crawled time
is used as the basic time dimension but we should underline
the fact that our model supplies also other choices.

Our model uses Allen’s interval-based representation of
temporal data [7] where intervals are addressed as primitive
time elements. Each element is temporally stamped by a pe-
riod, called validity, defined as a time interval [ts, te) where
ts represents a starting time point and te is an ending time
point. now represents the current time and is assumed to
be larger than any timestamps.

4.1.2 Time in queries
There are two kinds of temporal queries in temporal in-

formation retrieval: time-point and time-interval. In time-
point queries, a time point t is given in the query and the
results should contain data whose validity contains t. In
time-interval queries, an interval [t1,t2) is given in the query
and data whose validity overlaps with [t1,t2) are returned

as result. A time-interval query is also called a time slice
query.

In our model, all queries are treated as time interval queries.
For example, a time point query like “2010/08/19” is con-
verted to time-interval [2010/08/19,2010/08/20).

4.2 Conceptual Model
In our model, each concept has its temporal and non-

temporal definition. Non-temporal definitions do not con-
tain temporal attributes and are denoted by concept−. We
follow the example in Figure 4 to illustrate the main features
of the model. In this example, we have a web page crawled
at t1,t2 and t3 without structural changes. The page is seg-
mented in three blocks marked with green, blue and pink. In
our approach, visually segmented blocks are called concrete
blocks. Each concrete block has a frame block, content and
importance. A page is a set of concrete blocks and a website
is a set of pages.

Frame Block
Web page segmentation returns a set of non-overlapping

hierarchical blocks. Frame Block (fb) keeps properties of a
block: the url to which the block belongs, a Dewey identifier
that indicates its place in the page structure and its validity
interval. If a frame block disappears and reappears later, it
is considered as a new frame block. A frame block is defined
as follows:

fb = (URL,DeweyID, [fbts, fbte))

fb− = (URL,DeweyID)

For the in Figure 4, frame blocks are:
blue : (www.bbc.co.uk/news, 1, [t1, now))
pink : (www.bbc.co.uk/news, 2.1, [t1, now))
green : (www.bbc.co.uk/news, 2.2, [t1, now))

Content
There are two kinds of contents: non-textual and textual.

Non-textual content are images, videos etc. in a web page.
In our model, treating non-textual content is out of our
scope, thus, if the content has non-textual content, binary
is introduced to provide support for further works. Textual
content is treated as a bag of words (after elimination of
stop words, stemming etc.) in a block. A validity attribute
allows to trace the content changes over its frame block. Its
validity should be included in the validity of its frame block.
A block b can contain only one textual content but several
non-textual contents. A content of a block b is defined as:

• if b has only textual content

c = (text, [cts, cte))

c− = (text)

• if b has only non-textual content

c = {(binary1, [cts, cte)), ..., (binaryn, [cts, cte))}
c− = {(binary1), ..., (binaryn)}

• if b has textual and non-textual content

c = {(text, [cts, cte)), ..., (binaryn, [cts, cte))}
c− = {(text), (binary1), ..., (binaryn)}

TWAW 2011, Hyderabad, India
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Figure 4: Example

In the example in Figure 4, contents are listed as followed:

((News), [t1, now))
(binary, [t1, now))

ff
blue

((Obama,America, gun, laws...), [t1, t2))
((binary, [t1, t2)))

ff
pink

((French, hostage,Niger...), [t1, t2))
(binary, [t1, t2))

ff
green

((Sarkozy,Obama,US, French), [t2, t3))
(binary, [t2, t3))

ff
pink

((Woody,Allen, ageing...), [t2, now))
(binary, [t3, now))

ff
green

((Sarkozy, Carla,Woody,Allen...), [t3, now))
(binary, [t3, now))

ff
pink

Importance
The blocks in a page have different importances as ex-

plained in Section 2. We define the importance as:

i = (alpha, [its, ite))

i− = (alpha)

The importance of a block, denoted alpha, depends on its
location, area size, content, etc. It is calculated according
to the model proposed in [25]. Validity of importance is
not equal to the validity of the content in the same block.
Although its content stays unchanged, the importance of a
block can change by adding / deleting links or images, or by
updating blocks size in the page.
For the example in Figure 4, Importances are listed as fol-
lowed:

(0.4, [t1, now)) blue (0.6, [t2, now)) pink

(0.2, [t1, t2)) pink (0.3, [t2, t3)) green

(0.1, [t1, t2)) green (0.4, [t3, now)) green

Concrete Block
Concrete Block is a region in a web page. It is defined as

follows: cb = (fb, {c}, {i})
In this triplet, fb is a frame block, {c} is a set of its content

ordered by validity attribute and {i} is a set of its impor-
tance ordered by validity attribute.

In Figure 4, Concrete Block for the green block is de-
scribed as followed:

0B@green,

8><>:
(French, hostage..., [t1, t2))

(binary, [t1, t2))
(Woody, ageing..., [t2, now))

(binary, [t3, now))

9>=>; ,

8<: (0.1, [t1, t2))
(0.3, [t2, t3))

(0.4, [t3, now))

9=;
1CA

If we want to eliminate temporal nesting in data, for ex-
ample to find different versions, T-FLAT operator can be

used. Concrete block after applying T-FLAT operator is
called temporally flattened concrete block, and denoted as
čb. It has non-temporal triplet of frame block, its content
and its importance and a validity which is equal to the in-
tersection of validities of elements in triplet.

čb =

 
(fb−, c−, i−), [čbts, čbte)

!
For an example above, T-FLAT operator returns tempo-

rally flattened concrete blocks as follows:

„
green,


(French, hostage...)

(binary)

ff
, 0.1, [t1, t2)

«

(green, (Woody, ageing...), 0.3, [t2, t3))

„
green,


(Woody, ageing...)

(binary)

ff
, 0.4, [t3, now)

«
A snapshot of a concrete block at a given time t is a non

temporal triplet valid at t.

cbt = (fb−, c−, i−)

Page
A page is a set of concrete blocks. It is built dynamically

from concrete blocks for a given URL when needed. Validity
of a page is the union of all concrete blocks’ validity. A page
is defined as:

purl = {cb1, cb2, cb3...}
In our example (Figure 4), we have one page with three

versions. This page is built as follows:

purl=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(blue,(News,[t1,now)),(0.4,[t1,now))),0B@pink,

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

(((Obama,gun,laws...),[t1,t2))

((binary,[t1,t2)))

((Sarkozy,Obama...),[t2,t3))

(binary,[t2,t3))

((Sarkozy,Woody,...),[t3,now))

(binary,[t3,now))

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
,

8<:
(0.1,[t1,t2))

(0.3,[t2,t3))

(0.4,[t3,now))

9=;

1CA
 

green,

8>><>>:
(French,hostage...,[t1,t2))

(binary,[t1,t2))

(Woody,ageing...,[t2,now))

(binary,[t3,now))

9>>=>>;,

8<:
(0.1,[t1,t2))

(0.3,[t2,t3))

(0.4,[t3,now))

9=;
!

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
A snapshot of a page is a set of concrete block snapshots

for a given URL valid for a requested time and defined as
follows:

purl
t = {cb1t, cb2t, cb3t..., cbnt}

Site
A website is a set of web pages that are addressed relative

to a common URL. In our approach, websites, as well as
pages, are built dynamically by using regular expressions to
find out which pages belong to which websites.
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sregex = {purl1, purl2, purl3...purln}
A snapshot of a website at t is a set of pages valid at t.

sregex
t = {pturl1, pturl2, pturl3..., pturln}

Links
Link represents the hyperlink in the page. It points to a

page from a frame block and defined as follows:

l = (label, type, from, to, [lts, lte))

where:

• label is a link label as shown here: < ahref = “URL′′ >
linklabel < /a >.

• type is used to distinguish global, internal and local
hyperlinks. A hypertext link in an HTML document
is said to be:

– interior if the destination document coincides with
the source document (ex:href=“#anchorname”)

– local if the destination and the source documents
are different but in the same domain

(ex:href=“/news/art.html” )

– global if the destination and the source documents
are located on different servers.

• from attribute corresponds to a frame block

• to attribute corresponds to an URL.

In our example (Figure 4), links are listed as followed:

(“Mobile”, local, blue, “/news/mobile”, [t1, now))

(“News”, interior, blue , “#”, [t1, now))

(“Why America’s gun laws won’t change”, local, pink, “/news/politics-

25698422”, [t1, t2))

(“US-French push for Iran sanctions”, local, pink, “/news/politics-

2457913”, [t2, t3))

(“Bruni to star in Wood Allen film”, local, pink, “/news/cinema-

18698422”, [t3, now))

(“Two French hostages in Niger”, local, green, “/news/world-4598422”,

[t1, t2))

(“Woody Allen on ageing and death”, local, green, “/news/cinema-

2659874”, [t2, now))

4.3 Operators
The proposed language consists of classical set operators

with their temporal extensions, relational operators, nav-
igation operators, interval-based temporal logic operators,
aggregate operators, ranking and grouping operators. Due
to the lack of space, only query operators related to web
archive issues are detailed in this section. Table 1 lists the
suite of operators.

InBlock
InBlock is one of our logical full-text operators like or-

select(OR), and-select(AND), not-select(NOT) etc. It finds
matches that satisfy full-text selection in the same block. It
is used combined with other logical full-text operators.

For example, assume that we are looking for information
about Woody Allen’s new movie where Carla Bruni Sarkozy
participates (Figure 4). A query like “Sarkozy and Allen”

will return version at t2 and version at t3. In fact, infor-
mation in version at t2 is not relevant. But a query like
“Sarkozy InBlock-AND Allen” will return only version at t3
which has more relevant information.

Wayback
It returns all the versions of a page identified by its URL

for a given period.

WAY BACK(URL, [ts, te))

Fixdate
This operator is used at the beginning of the queries to fix

the date interval for all queries in a session. For example,
if the user wants to work over the data of January 2000,
after calling FIXDATE([2000−01−01, 2000−02−01)), she
can call other operators without specifying the temporal at-
tributes (e.g WAYBACK(url)).

Nearest/Recent/Both
These operators are used to deal with incompleteness ex-

plained in Section 2. For example, in Figure 4, if it is asked
for the version at t where t1 < t < t2, we need to make an
assumption over the version at t. Three different operators
are proposed:

• NEAREST: it returns the nearest time by minimizing
|t− tx|

• RECENT: it returns the closest time before t. It is the
default operator, if the user does not specify another
one.

• BOTH: it returns a time interval constructed with the
most closest time before t and after t.

For Figure 4, a query WAYBACK(URL,t) will be exe-
cuted:

• with NEAREST as WAYBACK(URL,t2), assume that
|t− t2| < |t− t1|

• with RECENT as WAYBACK(URL,t1)

• with BOTH as WAYBACK(URL, t1) ∪WAYBACK(URL,
t2)

Navigation
Operator outb finds the set of pages pointed in one step

from the set of concrete blocks (CB) by following any of the
links valid at a given period. Operator out uses outb to find
the set of pages reachable in one step from the set of pages
(P) at a given period. For that, it finds the set of concrete
blocks foreach page in P and calls outb foreach CB.

Operator in finds the set of concrete blocks that points to
a set of page by links valid for a requested period.

Operators jump+ and jump− return a set of pages reach-
able, respectively, incoming and outgoing direction in one
to n steps by following links valid at a given period. It is a
combination of in and out operators with iteration.

Collapse/Expand COLLAPSE, also referred in litera-
ture as coalesce, combines the tuples, which have the same
non-temporal values and consecutive or overlapping validi-
ties, into one tuple with validity that is the union of the
constituent validities.
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Figure 5: Collapse/Expand

EXPAND expands a tuple into several tuples by splitting
its validity into consecutive validities in a given scale. In
our approach this scale can be following keywords: YEAR,
MONTH, DAY. These operators can be combined with IN
period to limit the range. In Figure 5, EXPAND BY YEAR
IN [2001,2004) returns the first three tuples.

5. USE CASES
In this section, to illustrate how the different operators

work in our approach, we use two examples and construct
the corresponding queries.

Figure 6: Query Example 1

Example 1: We extend the example that we gave in the
introduction. A social researcher who studies how French
media covered the event “earthquake at Haiti in 2010” over
last year wants to know the number per month of different
regions in web pages in domain .fr referring to earthquake by
eliminating duplicates. In that case, if at t, there were two
different articles in “lemonde.fr”, it is counted as 2 instead
of 1 (whole page). Figure 6 shows the query graph for this
example.

First, we need to find all concrete blocks in domain .fr
which are valid at 2010. LIKE is used to make a string com-
parison. Then, with CONTAINS operator, we find contents
which mention given keywords (Haiti, earthquake). EX-
PAND operator is used to group by month over validity
of content. COUNT and DISTINCT operators are used to
find out the number of different regions. By using GROUP
BY operator with url, we can limit the count to web pages.

Example 2: Our second example is based on finding bro-
ken links from a given url X in a given period (2000 in our
example). Figure 7 illustrates the query graph for this exam-
ple. We need to underline the fact that these broken links
are not the result of incompleteness but HTTP 404 error
while crawling.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we addressed the problem of accessing infor-

mation in web archives. We presented a conceptual model
as the basis of a query language for web archives. The op-
erators to support queries are also described. In our model,

Figure 7: Query Example 2

we take into account different topics in web pages by us-
ing visual blocks as an unit of retrieval with accorded im-
portance. Block-based approach is used for information re-
trieval on the web, however, as far as we know, it is never
used with temporal dimension. Navigation operators with
temporal dimension let users to execute queries over web
archives temporal hyperlink structure. The model and op-
erators enriched with the temporal dimension allow querying
web archives powerfully.

Our approach is in the early stage of development. Our
first priority is to express the language in algebraic form.
Next steps will be the implementation with an appropriate
user-friendly syntax. We want to underline the fact that in
this paper we clarify the requirements of WAC query lan-
guage formally. It can be implemented as a new query lan-
guage or as an extension of an existing query language. We
will also work on ranking functions which take into account
the block-based structure and temporal dimension. By using
the existing temporal indexing [9] and block-based index-
ing approaches [11], we intend to propose a hybrid indexing
model. Once the proposed query language will be fully im-
plemented, our attention will focus on query optimization
strategies.
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